PARAMETRON DIGITAL COMPUTER

-

TYPE NEAC 1103

Type NEAC-1103 parametron digital computer is a large scale
computer adapted for general purpose scientific use,
This type of
compared with
machine incorporates many improv~mentein dwign
the former type, NEAC.1102, which wa$ also h i l t b Nippon Electric
C~mpany
*
1 computer utiliaThis machine is a stored program automatic di
ing 'Tarametrons", consistin of parametrically exci
ircuits with nonlinear magnetic cores and capacitors as its switching elements for
arithmetic operation and control. For high-speed stora
type NEAC-1103 parametron digital computar, the o-called '"two radio
frequency method" is used, the psiaciplc of which be
different from that of the ordinary magnetic sore me!
Type NEAC-1103 parametron digital computer 1
be applicable to as wide field as practicable, settin
With type NEAC.1103, there is ns need for relyin
of instructions,
upon ~ p w i a lprogrammers and further, the n u d e r d instructions contained in a program a n be made extremely small as campared with
of computers, whereby programs ate set up with - extreme

In addition, both fixed point and floating point operations can be
executed so as to perform automatic programming.
This machine is
capable of processing easily and readily all kinds of large-safe, complex
problems generally called for in variaus technical departments such as
electric communication, electric power generation and transmission,
atomic power, aeronautics, shipbuilding, machinery, etc. ar in scientific
departments ouch as physics, chemistry, astronomy, met
sies, ete. or in economy or statistics. Except for th
scientific camputations, the present machine can be conveniently used
for offica computations.
Type NEAC-1103 is an epoch-making large-scale elktcmnic computer
rtxccllent function. Since parametrona are used as operational
e l e a n t s , equipment is long-lived, featuring ease sf maintenance and
low cost together with a number of unequalled c-bracttaristicls.

FEATURES
Type NEAC-1103 parametron digital computer has the following outstanding
features :
The fixed point system and the floating point system are mutually interchangeable by the instruction "switch". By this instruction, the exponential
part and the numerical part may be linked or its link disconnected.
Instructions such as "normalize the contents of AR1" "shift the contents of
AR, to the right or left until the contents of EC, becomes 0" are set up in
the computer.
By disconnecting the link of AR1 and EC1 and using "instruction regarding Exponent", subroutine programs such as a floating point system using
10 as the base or a fixed point system for placing a point at an arbitrary
position can easily be set up.
AR, and AR2 may be used either independently or as a double precision
register.
Instructions about short words such as put, add, subtract, clear, store have
been set up, and operations about integer such as +n, -n, x n , s n are
constructed.
Instructions of logical operations are set up.
Instructions of B-box are set up.
be used as 146 address system.

For all kinds of operations, B-box can

Instructions of input and output are sufficiently set up.
This computer
may be read or written by either words or characters or holes of input-output
tape. Instructions "Read a long word from the input-tape and store" are
set up. This instruction plays an important role in reading the input-tape.
An instruction for reading six holes in tape, instructions for idle sending of
tape in the normal and revease directions are set up. By these instructions,
equations perforated in tape may be translated into the words of computer.
Checking is possible by simultaneous reading from two readers.
For arithmetrical operations, round-off computations can be performed. For
this rounding, the system of dropping 0 while placing 1 to the upper digit
place has been adopted.
(10) Without interrupting operations of the computer, transmission of information
among magnetic drum, magnetic core, and magnetic tape is possible.

I N S T R U C T I O N CODES
An instruction code for type NEAC-1103 parametron digital computer is constructed as follows :
Number of bits :
Operation part is composed of two sexadecimal numbers T and V, T and V indicating respectively
the type and variation of the instruction.
The kinds of instruction types and the number of
variants belonging the same type are shown below.
Sexadecimal digit V expresses the operation within a certain type, 16 different operations being
distinguished. Arithmetic operations can be performed either on fixed point or floating point base,
with the result that a maximum of 32 kinds of variant operations can be prepared.
For example,
- the type "addition" is shown in the following table:
Addition :

1

02

C(AR1-2)+C~(n)+C(ARl-z)
round

C(ARi-P, E C l ) f CT.(~)+C(ARI_~ECI)
round

C(AR1-2ECl)+lC~(n)l+C(ARii2EC,)
round

round

--

C(AR1-2)+C~(n)-S9+C(AR1-2)
round
C(AR1)+C~(n)+C(ARI)
C(ARp) f ~ N ( ~ ) - + C ( A R , )
C(AR~)+C(ARB)+C(AR,)

C(AR1_2EC1)+C~(n)2-~Q+C(AR1~,ECl)

,

I

- -

-

-- -

C(AR1) f Cs(n)+C( ARI)
c(AR~)f CS(~)-+C(AR?)
C(AR)+2-"Qn+C(AR,)

round
C(AR1, ECl)+ C L ( ~ ) + C ( A R ~ECI)
,
C(AR2, ECZ)+CL(~)+C(AR,, EC2)
C(AR1, ECl)+C(AR2,EC2)+C(AR1, ECI)

- -

--

Notes :
1. AR1 expresses the mantissa part of accumulator 1.
2. AR2 expresses the mantissa part of accumulator 2.
3. AR1-2 is the double precision register connecting the mantissa parts of accumulators 1 and 2.
4. (AR1), (ARZ), and (AR1-2) are the contents of AR,, AR,, and AR,-p, respectively.
5. (n)L is the long word content of address n and n + l . (n=even)
6. (n)N is the mantissa part of the above-mentioned long word.
7. (n)s is the content of address n.
8. ECl and EC2 are the exponet part registers of accumulators 1 and 2, respectively.
9. Address part having 12 bits indicates ten location of short word in the internal memory.
10. Part B indicates one of the six B-boxes, each containg index criterion-register and comparater.

SUMMARY O F CHARACTERISTICS O F TYPE NEAC-1103
PARAMETRON DIGITAL COMPUTER

General characteristics of type NEAC-1103 parametron digital computer
are as follows:
(1)
-

Arithmetical operation

I

Parallel, Floating and fixed binary points

-

CQ

syatern
-

[3)

Mantissa 40 bits and exponent 8 bits, 48 bite
in total
Negative number is expressed by 2's
complement

Expmwion of number

-

-

p
p
p

--

--

Operating parts 8 bits, B-box 4 bits and
addrew 12 bits, 24 bits in total
.-

(5)

-

Computing speeds
Addition or ahtraction
MultiplicatPon
Dirieign
--

--

(63 Numberr of B $a
--

(TI Nfd?;mor)"~ ~ t e r n
7,l Internal memory :

High-weed mametic core memory system

- hm 2,
Ac~XWtilllf: - 25 p

(a) Capacity

8CC
(b)
72 Externill memory :
Magnetic drum memary
(a) Capact& - 10,240 words up to 10 drums
(b) Magnetic tape capracity 180,000 words up to 19 set5
(a] The computer can carry out various arithm@ieal operations while- the
etic corm and druma are In
tranrrfem between high(b) Tape units can be sgcratdd wkila conaputatfun is in pros-.

-

(8) Input-autput Unit
8,1 Phatodectric tape
reader
8.2 Tape perforating
typemitar

19) Power Consumption

I

1

I

Approximately 5 KYA
33 equare metw8
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